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WELCOME
These days, it may feel like the term “uncharted

Some requirements may feel familiar, such as

waters” is a bit overused. But it certainly captures the

mandatory wearing of masks and social distancing.

state of play for large events, whether it is a

New, unfamiliar screening processes almost certainly

big-time football game or concerts or a trade show

will be in place as well and initially may be a source

at a convention center. As our society works to safely

of stress and confusion. But taking proactive steps

and successfully transition to a post-quarantine

built in transparency ultimately can lead to enhanced

environment, it is hard to predict what events and

confidence that a venue or event is operating with

event management will look like. Several professional

health and safety as its utmost priority.

sports are experimenting with competition without
fans, at least for now. Those experiences will help

This issue of Accelerate explores the possible

shape what comes next.

ways to navigate the unfamiliar waters in these
A

challenging times.
Of course, safeguarding people’s health and
safety is the most important thing. As we develop
plans to move forward, there are tools, processes
and procedures that can help us return—in a

S2 Global provides an intelligent platform that

phased, thoughtful way—to attending events.

delivers accelerated integrated inspection services

Communication and setting expectations will form

to secure trade, transport and events.

an important foundation.

S2 Global
United States of America
An OSI Systems Company
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www.screeningsolution.com
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eploying an agile, successful response to

Connecting is key to a rapid response. For example,

manage a situation at an event depends

if there is a report of overcrowding or another

on three key components – preparation,

exposure concern, a security staff team member

partnership, and communications. These

in the vicinity can report it via handheld radio to a

components will be even more important as events

central command center (see related story, p. 14).

are resized and reshaped to address COVID-19

There, an appropriate response can be devised and

exposure concerns.

deployed to address the situation.

Long before an event happens, key stakeholders

The response can range from engaging in simple

collaborate to develop a solid security plan. The

de-escalation techniques to disperse a crowd not

stakeholders include event sponsors and managers,

conforming to social distancing requirements, all the

as well as local law enforcement This collaboration

way up to calling in law enforcement assistance.

involves assessment and calibration to be sure that
adequate assets are deployed for the event, including

Communications innovations can also help smooth

those to adequately manage crowds and limit fan

the way to an effective response. There is movement

exposure. The plan also addresses the roles of various

in the event management industry toward deploying

partners, and the appropriate communications

apps to facilitate rapid notification and information

avenues and tools to share information.

sharing, which will greatly enhance the ability to
respond to emergency conditions and communicate

If the event is high visibility due to the presence

with fans. This can include the capability for reports

of a big name, like Tiger Woods, then the need

and images to come in from event security staff who

to effectively manage crowds and security needs

are circulating at a venue and from fans as well—

are escalated as well. This may include expanded

essentially crowd-sourcing information that can keep

presence of law enforcement, potentially upgrading

an event running safely and smoothly. It also can help

from the local level, to involving state or Federal

establish a sense of collaboration and community.

authorities, notes Heath Lanctot, director of S2 Event
Security. The appropriate plan will address the need

Some universities and other event sponsors, such as

for more people and more technology to match the

the PGA, have game-day apps that fans download

need to manage groups successfully and safely

to their phones that may provide informationsharing options.

Planning is an important first step. But successfully
responding to challenges is very dependent upon

This type of notification and monitoring system can

partnership during the event as well. Each stakeholder

be deployed in case of a severe weather event or

has a role. When it comes to safety and security, law

other situation of concern, such as overcrowding at

enforcement partners play perhaps the most critical

an entry point or hospitality area. The app could tell

role, supplemented by event security staff.

people where to seek shelter or warn that a weather
event is coming like a lightning storm. If GPS is being

Event staff play an observe and report role, acting as

used, the app could direct patrons to the nearest

eyes and ears, providing on-the-ground insights into

safe shelter or redirect them to a less crowded part

what is happening.

of a venue. Better data-sharing will enhance the
connections that in the end will keep event attendees
A
safe and informed.
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PEOPLE + TECH =
EVENT SUCCESS
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IT’S NO NEWS that technology can do many of the

Another example is credentialing at golf tournaments.

things that people can and, in some cases, do more.

These events typically have graduated levels of

In the event security arena, technology solutions can

access based on what experience fans have paid for,

provide a broad framework for streamlining operations

and entry to special areas are managed by providing

and managing safe, healthy events. That said,

patrons with badges that are color-coded and/or

human assets are likely to always play an important

contain letters indicating where the fan is permitted

role in situations calling for nuance, observation,

to go. Managing crowding and fan movement will be

and judgment—people skills. In the end, keeping

especially important for health and safety reasons. But

people happy and feeling safe at an event will rest

things can get messy when a fan who wants access to

on successfully deploying human and technology

a particular tent—or even to the course clubhouse—

assets working in harmony to create a welcoming

flashes the badge at a security guard who must quickly

environment for fans.

identify the appropriate letter or color on the badge
granting access to a corresponding hospitality area.

The successful integration of technologies in concert
with human assets will be all the more crucial as

“When you factor in the human element, where fatigue

events are reshaped by post-quarantine needs to limit

or poor training come into play, or guard rotations

exposures, manage crowds, and proactively address

where replacement security staff may not be familiar

health and safety concerns.

with the access criteria for a certain location, the
process can break down very quickly,” says Lynch. This

The integration of new technologies into existing

can cause conflict and social discomfort, as well as

security plans at events is a focus area of S2 Global,

endangering other patrons’ health and safety.

one of the world’s leading turnkey security providers.
“We are trying to help the event industry turn toward

Situations arise where a patron may pressure a security

more tech-focused solutions and in doing so we can

guard to allow access due to a “lost badge” scenario,

improve the security and health and safety posture,

forcing the guard into choosing between a potential

enhancing the fan experience and public confidence in

negative fan experience or enabling unauthorized

events,” says S2 Global’s North American Operations

access. “It’s a tough position to put a security guard in,

Director Andy Lynch. S2 Global’s goal is to implement

and frankly it should never happen when there are so

the best security technologies available on the market

many simple, effective technology solutions out there

and integrate them with strategies that optimize

that can help that guard do his or her job,” says Lynch.

the human elements, including robust training and
customer service, to deliver seamless turnkey solutions.

One solution is bar-coded or QR-coded credentialing,
similar to an airline ticket. This allows a security guard

Technology can provide structure and certainty in

to use a QR code or barcode reader to quickly and

situations that can be made more complicated by

simply make a clear yes/no determination about

human interactions. For example, the deployment

someone’s eligibility to have access.

of thermal capabilities to flag potential high
temperatures in a crowd is technology-based. Further

Technology is the arbiter, not the human being. This

interaction at the secondary level to assess individual

takes the pressure off. It can help control crowding

attendees’ situations will rely heavily on human factors,

and people flow, while also likely saving the event

requiring judgment, common sense, and strong

sponsor money because there will be no unexpected

attention to providing a positive fan experience under

spikes in consumption of food and alcohol by

potentially challenging circumstances.

uninvited guests. Another side benefit is a safer, higher
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quality experience for properly credentialed guests.

it improves the fan experience by enabling those

This is even more important in high sensitivity areas,

patrons to get through security faster.” It also limits

such as the clubhouse where VIPs and the pros are

human interactions, which will be preferable from a

gathering and relaxing.

health and safety standpoint. Things may slow down
a bit due to the possible use of thermal scanning, but

Billy Neely, Director of Event Operations for S2

that technology is likely to be limited to providing an

Event Security, notes the human factor can come

initial rough cut approach that may not affect overall

into play in situations where customer service and

flow and efficiency at entry points.

prudent judgment are needed. At events that attract
seniors, such as a golf tournament near a retirement

Although not yet adopted on a larger scale at

community, it would not be unusual for a 70-year-old

sporting events, Lynch also believes that baggage

fan with a replacement hip to get flagged walking

scanners—similar to those in use at airports—would

through a metal detector. It takes a human being to

further enhance security and fan experience at event

recognize the situation and divert the patron so he

entrances. “Baggage scanners are less invasive, faster,

or she can quickly be further assessed with a hand-

and more effective” than traditional bag searches

wand scan instead of making the patron repeatedly go

performed by security, Lynch notes. These scans also

through the metal detector.

would scale back the need for any touching of people’s
personal property, which will be preferred by patrons.

Technology will continue to play a key role in scanning
people and belongings coming into a venue. More

Ultimately, creating the right combination of people

and more fans are getting used to the idea that they

and technology is the key to ensuring a healthy, safe

cannot bring some items into an event or, if they

and successful event. Neely says success is defined

do, they must conform to the venue or event rules.

as providing a turnkey approach using a combination

Clear bag policies are becoming the norm. Pre-event

of people, training, and technology to create the best

communication can only help in spreading awareness

security solution. “Every event is different, be it from

and understanding so that fans know what to expect.

a venue perspective, budget perspective, or threat
perspective. Our job is to tailor the security solution that

Limiting fans to bags of a specific size and type can help

fits best for each particular event.”

restrict how much people bring in and enables security
staff to quickly scan the visible contents of a clear bag.

In addition, by having a variety of technology

However, Lynch notes that many fans opt to not bring

capabilities that can be “quickly bolted onto our

any bags or belongings in at all, and that security plans

overall security plan,” Lynch says, “we can provide

should be adopted to take advantage of this.

solutions that address the dynamic and ever-changing
environments of special events.”

“We find that it is increasingly beneficial to
implement ‘Fast Lanes’ for fans without bags, which

With operational expertise and technology solutions

are entry lanes that just consist of a walk-through

to address security concerns as well as health and

metal detector and security controlling the flow and

safety needs and requirements, S2 Global and S2

observing for alarms. Not having bag checkers in

Event Security focus on providing safe, secure events

every lane reduces security staff at gates, and these

that fans can enjoy. “Ultimately that is our goal,” says

‘Fast Lanes’ put the technology as the primary arbiter

Lynch, “creating a safe environment for people to have

for clearing patrons,” Lynch observes. “In addition,

fun watching live events.”
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THERMAL
IMAGING
KEY SCREENING TOOL

B

uilding public confidence in proactive

There, trained staff use the CertScan® platform

measures will be one of the keys

to capture an individual temperature reading and

to attracting attendees to events.

create a record that also includes other relevant

Incorporating elevated body

personalized data in a private, secure system.

temperature detection technology in

The data can be easily shared as regulatory

an event security program to screen fans, performers,

requirements dictate.

athletes, staff and vendors could help mitigate risk
while building public confidence.

While the use of thermal cameras had been
somewhat restricted, the US Food and Drug

Thermal imaging systems can be deployed to provide

Administration has issued updated guidelines

a quick initial look at groups of people to detect the

indicating the technology can be appropriate

possibility of elevated temperatures. This primary

in non-medical settings for triage use in high-

screening is non-intrusive and can be undertaken as

throughput situations, such as airports and

patrons enter a venue. When elevated temperatures

businesses. The key is to supplement use of

are detected, affected patrons are diverted to a

the technology with a secondary screening

secondary medical inspection station.

confirmation process.
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BIG (SAFE
The Reinvention of

A

s our society has adapted to the

As we begin to emerge from the post-quarantine

many limitations imposed by

environment, many events slated for August or later

COVID-19, we also have learned

remain on the calendar. It makes sense now to map

those limits can prompt innovation

out how to mitigate exposure risks while helping

and the development of solutions to

people attend the new version of their favorite

help us move forward.

sporting, entertainment, and conference events.

For a while, events may look and

The good news is that technology, teamed with best

feel different in a post-quarantine

practices and procedures, can provide solutions. How

world. For obvious reasons, they

will this work? There are options and opportunities.

possibly will be less attended, but

by implementing smart strategies using updated

To maximize safety and inclusivity, as a baseline

technology, planning, operational, and management

action an event company can invest in online tools to

approaches we can reshape events while ensuring

enable vulnerable participants to enjoy the event from

the safety of attendees. In this new world, at least one

home as an option.

thing has not changed: the central goal for successful
events is to protect the guests while ensuring they

For those who choose to attend in person, the

enjoy a positive experience.

company should:

8
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E) EVENTS
• take all steps to effectively communicate

facilitates crowd control measures incorporating

prescribed social distancing guidelines and

social distancing requirements. Transport data to

ensure the venue design is set up to facilitate

ensure traffic is eased during ingress and egress.

compliance, including the layout/design of vendor
locations and dining spaces;
• provide masks for all event personnel and on
request for attendees; and
• boost capabilities to connect with and understand

From an operational standpoint, event sponsors must
enhance automation and screening capabilities at
event entrances. Technology integration will be key
and can be managed through a command center.

the spectators before, during and after the

Ideally, fan entry would be automated, with highly

event. This includes integrating the electronic

trained screeners placed at secondary screening

parking, ticketing and credentialing into the entry

stations to handle more complex situations.

screening process, so that unknown patrons at
the event are extremely limited.

This tiered structure would work particularly well with
the integration of thermal imaging technology as a

This data-driven system can serve many purposes.

screening tool. The Food and Drug Administration

An expanded two-way communication system with

recently affirmed the deployment of thermal imaging

the fans to extend the conversation before, during

technology in support of COVID-19 mitigation

and after the event. Timed spectator arrivals that

measures, stating:

S2 GLOBAL ACCELERATE
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The advantage of using thermal camera systems for

Deploying thermal technology to detect elevated

initial temperature assessment for triage use is the

body temperatures will obviously not eliminate the

potential use in high throughput areas (e.g., airports,

threat of COVID19, but it has the potential to serve as

businesses, warehouses, factories) and in settings

a helpful tool to determine the presence of carriers

where other temperature assessment products may

and mitigate the potential spread of disease in high

be in short supply. The available scientific literature

throughput areas. For this reason, this approach has

supports the use of thermal camera systems in the

been affirmed by the FDA and is already being used

context of initial human temperature measurement

in applications where it is necessary to assess large

during such a triage process (1).

groups of people to identify the presence of the most
common symptoms of COVID19.

This technology already is in use globally at some
airports and by transport networks for temperature

The virus has forced workarounds and cancellations,

detection, and offers the potential to screen

bringing disappointment and disruption. S2 Global

spectators and limit the participation of spectators

experienced this directly as a partner in the PGA

who might be ill and contagious.

TOUR Champions Rapiscan Systems Classic golf
tournament in Biloxi, which was scheduled for March

Here is how it would work, with integration playing a

and the first PGA tournament canceled.

central role:
Perhaps most disappointing was the impact on
• Arriving fans would be thermally screened at
venue entrances.
• If an elevated temperature is detected, trained

the Birdies for Charity program, which generates
donations for a host of nonprofits in the Mississippi
Gulf region. But even with tournament cancellation,

screeners would divert the attendee or attendees

generous donors gave more than $1.6 million—a

to a secondary station, a medical tent.

record.

• In the secondary screening area, trained staff
will be running a CertScan® application on a

We now are planning and looking forward to the

tablet. (The CertScan® integration platform is

2021 tournament under what certainly will be new

designed to manage data, creating records that

processes and procedures designed to make that

can be used to meet any requirements triggered

event and others like it safe, successful and, most

by the interaction, such as informing the event

importantly, enjoyable for the fans.

insurance carrier and meeting public health

A

reporting mandates).
• A staff member will gather key data, including
taking the individual’s temperature using a
handheld tool and connecting it to the attendee’s
contact information.

(1): Enforcement Policy for Telethermographic Systems During the
Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19); Public Health Emergency
Guidance for Industry and Food and Drug Administration Staff - April
2020. (https://www.fda.gov/media/137079/download)

• Following screening and data collection, attendees
with elevated temperatures would be escorted
from the event to limit the possibility of contagion
while others will proceed into the event.
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Securely Process Health Inspection Data
with CertScan®
CertScan® is a data integration platform that connects existing hardware and software systems to
better manage screening that keeps people safe. CertScan® performs as a data connection hub that,
when integrated with a thermal EBT screening system, captures, reports and shares secure data.

INCREASE INSPECTION
CAPABILITIES

MAXIMIZE SECURITY
PROGRAM
INVESTMENT

DEPLOY RESOURCES
EFFECTIVELY

ACHIEVE OPERATIONAL
GOALS

®
www.screeningsolution.com/integration
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People
Movement
THE CONCEPT OF CROWD MANAGEMENT

He notes that for multi-sport, multi-venue and multi-

may seem simple — dealing with the flow of people

day events, it gets a bit more complicated. “For those

in and out of an event. But it will be a more mission-

events, the same assessment is done for each day,

critical issue in the post-quarantine environment,

in each venue, and generally across a 24-hour cycle

when overcrowding is associated with exposure and

to allow for more integrated planning for various

health risks. Successfully anticipating and planning

shifts of staff as well as spectators.” Gill adds, “This

for demands that attendees will place on resources

then allows us to advise the event organizer on the

can mitigate exposure risks and result in a safer,

requirements for all site users” for crucial demand

positive event for fans.

areas, including:

“People movement is not a standalone issue,”

• security

says Eoghan Gill, chief commercial officer director

• thermal screening stations

of S2|FOAMHAND®, a global organization with

• stewarding

capabilities that include crowd management

• event services

planning, operational readiness and integrated event

• catering and facility disinfecting

management. “We start with a Spectator Demand

• ticketing

Tool, which is a concise profile of arrivals and

• transport

departures of spectators in 15-minute time frames

• accreditation

through the day.” This tool, used in concert with

• wayfinding and signage

timed, contact-less ticketing and admissions, could

• catering and facility disinfecting

be crucial to conform to social distancing mandates.

12
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Managing Spectators’
First and Last Impressions,
and Everything In Between

“From there we move to crowd flow modeling

This holistic approach provides a complete picture

and analysis,” says Gill. This process can identify

to event planners and also can spur event partners

where lack of space might become an issue. This is

to step up their game too if congestion or other

particularly important in a multi-venue site where

health and safety risks are identified. “By expanding

you have numerous sessions of events arriving and

your planning to this area you can vastly improve

departing, often at the same time, he notes.

not only the spectators first and last impressions of
your event, but also improve the ‘business as usual’

Analysis of this kind facilitates the mitigation of risks

elements of other stakeholders affected by your

that can be caused by crowding. Gill recommends

event,” Gill notes.

assessing early in the planning process. “The earlier
this planning can be done the better, as it can

At S2|FOAMHAND® we adopt an Event Intelligent

greatly improve venue design and allow for superior

approach encompassing all elements of the wider

operational plans to be developed.”

OSI Systems, Inc. family of companies to ensure we
can deliver a service that is bespoke to an organizer’s

Event planners also need to think beyond the

needs and delivers value for money across a range of

immediate space around a venue or event. Gill says

product and service requirements such as: security

it is important to consider and plan for what is

screening equipment; thermal screening equipment;

happening in the ‘last mile’ of ‘Zone Ex’ --the external

systems integration; security, stewarding & volunteer;

environment leading to a venue, which includes the

operational management; training, and health and

public domain area, all local pedestrian and vehicular

safety advisory services.

A

routes, public transport hubs and parking areas
leading to a venue.
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How Command Centers
Can Change the Game
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s fan-attended events are phased back

to a less-busy entrance to avoid long lines. “It helps

in, a central strategy will be deploying

make entry as seamless as possible,” Lynch says.

a command center to monitor multiple
information sources, share information,

Establishing a command center at a dedicated
venue like a stadium is fairly common. But “there is

and coordinate a rapid response.

a gap” when it comes to “pop-up events” like a golf
“The value is in being able to pipe in streams of data

tournament, concert, or CrossFit competition. “It’s

to a centralized location so that from a security

like the traveling circus comes to town,” says Lynch.

perspective, you can react and prevent incidents as

These temporary, more challenging situations are best

they happen,” says Andrew Lynch, Director of North

addressed through establishing a mobile command

America Operations at S2 Global, Inc. The concept

post, which S2 Event Security is equipped to bring

is establishing “a clearinghouse for all information,

directly to a temporary event.

with all the data points that are relevant for an event
In terms of important information

so that the most critical piece
of information can be relayed as
quickly and correctly as possible.”
A centrally located hub of

For S2 Global’s
command center

sources, it is everything from
traffic cameras, AI cameras
positioned in key areas near

operations, a

entrances, live data from metal

rather than having three or four

key component

provide fan-generated input or

different entities in their own

is the CertScan®

information is a way to coordinate
and deploy resources effectively,

stove-piped operations and acting
independently, Lynch says. While

integration platform.

detectors, and apps that can
comments, such as a backup in
a line going into the venue, or a
cleanliness issue in a rest room.

the entities may be monitoring

“All that information can go into

their own channels individually, in

the command center,” Lynch says,

a command center situation they can flag information

improving the fan experience while also providing the

of a critical nature and share it.

tools for rapid response to serious situations.

For S2 Global’s command center operations, a key

Lynch says another data source being explored is

component is the CertScan® integration platform,

using GPS-based technology to track the location

which can process disparate data streams and

of employees and redirect those who are closest to

provide an overall operational picture to guide the

address a situation in real time. Those who are closest

response by providing actionable intelligence. The

can be shifted to the area where action is needed

data can dictate the response. This includes crowd

most efficiently.

flow and management, which will be important
factors in reassuring attendees they are in a safe

“Ultimately, from the venue’s perspective, they want

environment. For example, if you are monitoring

people to have a positive experience getting into the

the throughput rates of all of your metal detectors

venue and at the venue,” says Lynch. It’s about using

outside the tournament, you can notice when a

intelligence to improve situational awareness and

particular gate is becoming overcrowded in an unsafe

resolve health and safety issues that can be difference

manner and update digital signage to redirect people

between a good and bad fan experience.
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“Best training course I have
had in my 19 years of service.”
—S
 2 UNIVERSITY CARGO & VEHICLE IMAGE ANALYSIS STUDENT,
CANADA BORDER SERVICES AGENCY

The Critical Element for
Effective Screening Operations:

HIGHLY TRAINED PERSONNEL
Screening operations are better served when the people who are responsible for the
processes are highly trained. S2 University provides security screening training to
maximize the skill and performance of your personnel.

Training is about People

A

s health and security threats evolve,
protocols change and technology
becomes more powerful and
sophisticated, it is essential that the most

important component in keeping an event safe — the
security screening staff — does not turn out to be the
weak link. The solution is high-quality training.
When considering the different types of individuals
employed in the security industry and how they
use assigned technology within a security plan, one
thing is clear: the more knowledge and experience
they have, the better they will perform. Training must
address a range of capabilities: successfully perform
their duties; use technology; understand the plans
to address health and safety concerns and security
issues; and interact with the public. The public
interaction component is especially important to
address natural unease in the wake of COVID-19.
The foundation is technical expertise and
knowledge. But to succeed training also much
build in strong customer-oriented skills. Mastery
of the technology can go a long way towards

achieving efficiencies in moving spectators through
a screening process. However, the spectator
experience will determine if the fan will return,
and that can rest on the success—or failure—of the
human interaction. Fans should feel welcomed,
reassured, and safe because they have interacted
with security staff who demonstrate the appropriate
mix of diligence, professionalism and positivity.
S2 University’s comprehensive training takes into
account the many facets of keeping game day
secure and fan-friendly. Training programs address
tailored needs, including security for the main
entrance of an event, which covers main entrance
procedures, health screening, conflict management,
and helping guests with special needs. Security
Communications training covers the various aspects
of security communications at an event, including
proper radio usage.
Screening procedure courses are aligned to address
the need of the event. Modules cover proper usage
and best practices for each screening procedure.
Training must show personnel what to look for
and how to respond to security and health issues.
A comprehensive, training program can empower
your personnel to acquire the right knowledge
to perform their best, achieving efficiencies and
effectiveness while reassuring patrons they are in a
healthy environment.
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Power Your Screening Operations through
®
Your Command Center: CertScan
CertScan® is designed to seamlessly integrate external data with security technology and
peripherals to facilitate an efficient operation and deliver actionable data to agencies.
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